
   

How To read PDF documents aloud 

Introduction 
The Adobe Acrobat Reader is available on every PC within Chester University campuses.  It is also 

software that can be freely downloaded and so it can also be used at home.  There are many journal 

articles, books and documents that are available as PDFs so it is worth spending some time learning 

how to make them easier to read.  For more information about Adobe including tutorials, please 

look at: 

Adobe Website 

The Adobe Acrobat Reader is available in the Program menu of all University Windows PCs as well as 

Macs. 

Ensure background configuration is present 
Most laptops and computers nowadays have loudspeakers built into them and the volume of these 

are controlled by software.  In Windows, there is a specific sound program located in the ‘Control 

Panel’ and it is called ‘Adjust System Sound’ and it has a loudspeaker icon which is also usually 

located in the task bar. 

 

If you click on this icon once, it gives a slider to alter the volume and also gives the option to mute 

the speakers too.  Ensure that the speakers are not on mute and that the volume is adequate.  The 

volume can be altered at any time. 

Note that the same procedure should be done if there are headphones or a headset plugged into the 

laptop or computer as this volume icon controls this too.  Remember that some headphones have 

external volume and mute controls on them already and so ensure that these are at an adequate 

volume too and they are also not on mute. 

The read aloud preferences should then be checked.  Go to: 

Edit  ->  Preferences 

In the ‘Categories’ section, choose the ‘Reading’ option and this should display all of the options to 

do with reading a PDF document aloud.  They should all be set to a default value and should be 

ready to use.  The voices that are highlighted in the screen shot below show ones that are already 

loaded onto the PC.  If the ‘Use default voice’ check box is unchecked then the voice used can be 

changed if there are more options available.  All of the options should be listed in this drop down 

box.  

http://www.adobe.com/uk/


   

 

The next step is to activate the reading mode within Adobe Acrobat Reader and, finally, to start it 

reading.  This is a two stage process after positioning your cursor to where you want the reader to 

start on the open document.  Then go to: 

View  ->  Read Out Loud  ->  Activate Read Out Loud 

Once activated, go to the same menu and choose either to read the current page or the entire 

document by choosing one of the following options. 

View  ->  Read Out Loud  ->  Read This Page Only 

View  ->  Read Out Loud  ->  Read To End of Document 

You can pause at any time, by choosing the following option: 

View  ->  Read Out Loud  ->  Pause 

Finally, to stop and deactivate reading the document out aloud it is a two stage process again: 

View  ->  Read Out Loud  ->  Stop 

View  ->  Read Out Loud  ->  Deactivate Read Out Loud 

Note that for frequent use, it might be an idea to learn the hot keys associated with these options to 

save having to go through the menu and option procedure listed above: 

Option Hot Key 

Activate Read Out Loud Shift + Ctrl + Y 

Deactivate Read Out Loud Shift + Ctrl + Y 

Read This Page Only Shift + Ctrl + V 

Read To End of Document Shift + Ctrl + B 

Pause Shift + Ctrl + C 

Stop Shift + Ctrl + E 

 


